Postweaning lead exposure enhances the stimulus properties of N-methyl-D-aspartate: possible dopaminergic involvement?
This study sought to determine whether previously reported Pb-induced biochemical changes in the NMDA receptor complex also resulted in changes in NMDA sensitivity in vivo. Rats chronically exposed to 0, 50 or 150 ppm Pb acetate in drinking water postweaning were trained to discriminate the stimulus properties of 30 mg/kg NMDA from saline using standard operant food-reinforced drug discrimination procedures. Following acquisition of the discrimination, various doses of NMDA, of the competitive antagonist CPP, the D2 antagonist spiperone and the D1 antagonist SCH23390 were substituted for the NMDA training dose and percent NMDA responding to each determined. In addition, the efficacy of CPP in antagonizing the NMDA stimulus was assessed. NMDA increased drug lever responding to levels > 90%, an effect antagonized by CPP. Spiperone substituted for NMDA, whereas SCH23390 engendered partial substitution and CPP only minimal substitution. Pb exposure did enhance NMDA sensitivity, as indicated by an increased frequency of full NMDA substitution at lower NMDA doses, although the effect size was somewhat modest. Pb exposure, at least at one dose, also attenuated the substitution of spiperone for NMDA, raising the possibility that dopaminergic systems may be involved in mediating Pb-induced changes in NMDA sensitivity.